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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Abstract: Heilongjiang Province is located on the Russian border. With the implementation of the 

national “Belt and Road” policy, the scale of running schools in Heilongjiang Province to Russia is 

expanding. Therefore, the number of Russian students studying in Heilongjiang Province is growing 

rapidly every year. When they come to China, they will encounter various life problems due to 

language barriers. For example, they don’t know where the classroom is, don’t know how to pay, 

don’t know how to learn Chinese, etc. problem. In order to solve such problems for international 

students, we design a campus intelligent service robot app based on the Russian corpus, which helps 

foreign students by automatically responding by inputting Russian keywords. Among them, this robot 

has functions such as chat, college introduction, music search, picture browsing, weather 

constellation, news and so on. All aspects provide an intelligent one-stop service for international 

students to help international students integrate into Chinese life more quickly. 

Keywords: Intelligent service robot; LSTM-CNN; word2vec. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Intelligent service robots, also known as dialogue agents or dialogue systems, are currently a research 

hotspot. Microsoft has made huge bets in the field of chatbots, and other companies, such as 

Facebook (M), Apple (Siri), Google, WeChat and Slack, are not far behind, launching related 

products. The new wave of chattering robots has also emerged in some startups: the product Operator 

and x.ai, which are trying to change the interaction mode between users and services, the robot 

development platform Chatfield, the robot development library Howdy’s Botkin, etc. Microsoft has 

also recently published their own robot development framework. 

At present, domestic famous Internet companies such as Tencent, Ali, Baidu, Xiaomi and Huawei 

have their own intelligent service robots that interact with users. Tencent's QQ Xiao Bing and QQ  

Group are used to solve the problem of group owner management. 
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We interviewed many international students from Pakistan, Kazakhstan, and Russia. They said that 

they are very much looking forward to launching this application. They all said that they would like to 

integrate into campus life and study in China. Among them, Russian students also said that they need 

to join the Chinese conversation. They need to practice their Chinese skills. 

The intelligent chat robot app design consists of seven steps: Seq2Seq model principle design, 

Russian corpus preparation, training word vector, creation model, training model, effect prediction, 

UI front-end design, back-end design. Technically involved in natural language processing, machine 

learning, deep learning, API reference and other aspects of knowledge. The most important of these is 

the Seq2Seq (Encoder-Decoder) model principle design and the construction of training word vectors. 

The Encoder-Decoder framework can be seen as a research pattern in the field of text processing. The 

following figure is the most abstract representation of the Encoder-Decoder framework commonly 

used in the field of text processing: 

 

Figure 1. Encoder-Decoder framework 

 

2. MODEL PRINCIPLE 

Chat robot technology based on deep learning is the focus of this project. In general, most 

technologies are improved under the Encoder-Decoder (or Sequence to Sequence) deep learning 

technology framework. Using deep learning techniques to develop intelligent service robots The 

overall idea is very simple and scalable compared to traditional methods. 

The Encoder-Decoder framework can be intuitively understood in this way: it can be thought of as a 

general-purpose processing model that is suitable for processing another sentence (or chapter) from 

one sentence (or chapter). For the sentence pair <X, Y>, our goal is to give the input sentence X, 

expecting to generate the target sentence Y through the Encoder-Decoder framework. X and Y can be 

in the same language or in two different languages. X and Y are respectively composed of respective 

word sequences: X=<x1, x2...xm>, Y=<y1, y2...ym>. Encoder, as its name implies, encodes the input 

sentence X and converts the input sentence into an intermediate semantic representation C: C = ƒ ( x1, 

x2...xm) through a nonlinear transformation. For the Decoder, its task is to generate the word yi to be 

generated at time i according to the intermediate semantic representation C of the sentence X and the 

historical information that has been generated before: yi=(C, y1, y2, ..., yi-1) . Each yi is generated in 

turn, then it seems that the entire system generates the target sentence Y based on the input sentence 

X. 

For intelligent service robots, the above Encoder-Decoder framework can be used to solve technical 

problems. Specifically, in the corresponding <X, Y>, X refers to a user input statement, generally 

referred to as Message, and Y generally refers to a response statement of a chat robot, generally 

referred to as Response. The meaning is that when the user inputs the Message, it is calculated by the 

Encoder-Decoder framework. First, the Encoder encodes the Message semantically to form the 
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intermediate semantic representation C. The Decoder generates the response of the chat robot 

according to the intermediate semantic representation C. In this way, the user repeatedly inputs 

different Messages, and the chat robot forms a new response each time, forming an actual dialogue 

system. 

 

Figure 2. The main idea of model  

 

Figure 3. LSTM neural network for coding and decoding 

 

 

Figure 4. CBOW model 

2.1 Corpus construction 

The construction of the corpus is directly related to the answer range of our intelligent service robots. 

Several organizational structures of corpus: free-range (multiple articles in isolation); taxonomy 

(organized by categories, without intersection); crossover (an article may belong to multiple classes); 

gradual (grammar with Time has changed). Corpus source: problem text fixed template; web text 

corpus, network and chat text; Brown corpus, 500 different source articles classified according to text; 

Reuters corpus, more than 10,000 news documents; inaugural speech corpus, 55 presidents The 

speech; Russian film corpus; Russian Wikipedia corpus, etc. is the corpus to be used in this project. 

2.2 Word vector training 

Word vector is the foundation for applying deep learning to NLP and is the key to the accuracy of the 

entire project. Word2vec is the most widely used and most effective word vector training tool. The 

two most important models used in word2vec are the CBOW and Skip-gram models. The full name 
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of CBOW is Continuous Bag-of-Words Model, which predicts the current word on the premise that 

the context of the current word is known. 

The full name of Skip-gram is the Continuous Skip-gram Model, which predicts the context when the 

current word is known. 

The neural network structure of the CBOW model is designed as follows: 

Input layer: the word vector of the word W in total 2c words 

Projection layer: summation and accumulation of 2c vectors of the input layer 

Output layer: a Huffman tree, where the leaf nodes are words that appear in the corpus, and the 

weights are the number of occurrences. 

2.3 API reference 

Many voice recognition, image recognition, and geographic location recognition tasks in this project 

can be assisted by Google, Microsoft, Facebook, and the free API provided by HKUST. This not only 

improves the accuracy of our projects but also improves the viability of our projects. 

Solution to the problem 

Personality information consistency problem: Because the Sequence-to-Sequence model trains the 

mapping relationship between single-sentence Message and single-sentence Response, there is no 

place to maintain the personal information of the chat assistant intrinsically, so there is no guarantee 

that the same problem can be completely generated every time. The same response. We take the 

approach in the document "A Persona-Based Neural ConversationModel.", the schematic is as 

follows: 

 

Figure 5. A Persona-Based Neural ConversationModel 

Contextual issues in multi rounds of conversation: Xiangmi gives a new idea to solve the problem of 

multi-round conversation context (as shown), called Hierarchical Neural Network (HNN). HNN is 

essentially the Encoder-Decoder framework. The main difference is that the Encoder uses a 

secondary structure. Each sentence in the context Context first encodes each word with "Sentence 

RNN" to form an intermediate representation of each sentence. The RNN of the second level encodes 

the intermediate representation result of the first-level sentence RNN according to the sequence of 

sentence appears in the context. This level of RNN model can be called "Context RNN", and the 

hidden layer at the tail node The node state information is the semantic encoding of all context 

Contexts and the current input Message. This information is used as one of the inputs for each word 

generated by the Decoder so that the context information can be taken into account when generating 

the word that responds to the Response. 
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Figure 6. Context RNN model 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

First of all, our project is aimed at the pain points of foreign students coming to Heilongjiang 

provinces, and the current market is mostly dominated by medium-to-medium-Chinese-English and 

other intelligent service robots. From the application point of view, Russian-Russian intelligent 

service robots are rare in the market. The so-called starting point of our project and the pain points hit 

are the biggest highlights and innovations of this project. 

Secondly, we propose innovative solutions to the four basic problems of intelligent service robot's 

personality information consistency problem, contextual issues in multiple rounds of conversation, 

security answering questions, and answering diversity questions. 
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